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Some Aspects of Calculating Flows
About Thre-6-Dimensional Subsonic Inlets

N. C. Kao
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Abstract

Based on the potential flow model, computations were carried
oot for various three-dimensional inlet models. Some of these
calculated resultz, are presented here in the forms of surface
static pressure, flow angu"rarity, surface flow pattern, and
inlet flow field. Compar;sons with experimental data are also
made when available.

Introduction

Interest in developing V/STOL aircraft technology has increased
considerably in recent years. As part of this endeavor,
efforts are beinq made to contrive nPw designs for a propuslion
s y stem which can be operated over a wide rang- of flight
speeds, incidence angles and throttle settings. Since an inlet
is a part of this system, various configurations have been
pr000sed. In general, these proposed inlets are
three-dimensional and may even include devices such as a
drooping lip, slot, slat, and blow-in doors. Because these
aeometries are usually considerably more complicated than the
ixisymmetric ones, the experimental cost in ,investigating them
by varying different parameters is much higher. Thus, we are
compelled to consider the alternatives for the preliminary
screening. The fact that computational techniques have made
significant improvements and can now handle some types of
three-dimensional configurations prompted us to conduct an
investigation of inlets by employing a computational method.

The tendency of usin g devices attached to the basic inlet gives
rise to the need for knowing the entire or part of the flow
field so that they can be judiciously placed along with local
modifications if necessary. This type of information cannot be
easily acquired in a wind tunnel test. It is, however, a part
of the solution with most computational methods. Thais, using
computational techniques provides an additional benefit.



To design an "optimum" configuation, one usually has to
investigate combinations of different geometric variables and
operating conditions. This requires a large. number of repeated
calculations. Under the present state of the art, viscous flow
computations based on the Navier-Stokes equations are
difficult, extremely costly, and cannot be used efficiently for
parametric studies, Even obtaining numerical solutions for
high; subsonic or transonic flows using full potential or
Euler's equations is deemed .impractical for this purpose. Our
approach is, therefore, to compute the incompressible potential
flow. Since the governing equation is the Laplace equation,
solutions can be obtained very efficiently by the surface
distribution of singularities (the panel method). After the
incompressible flow solution is obtained, a compressibility
correction is then ap p lied through a semi-empirical procedure
to introduce compressibility effects. Although the flow field
may produce embedded supersonic flow regions after correction,
a subsonic incoming stream is always assumed.

Several computer pro grams based on the theory of distribution
of singularities have been deve.loned by various investigators
and are now available. Most of these programs are mainly for
external flows. The one, which we have used for internal flow
calculations, is the Douglas-Neumann panel method and has
several versions. Two commonly used ones for our purpose are
the axis ,ymmetri.c and three-dimensional subsonic inlet programs
(Refs. 1 and 2). Since the latter computer program is being
extended to handle more comp licated three-dimensional
geometries, there is a need at present to see what it can and
cannot do with the present version, so that modifications may
be made in the new version. The purpose of this report is,
therefore, to review its capabilities and to present some
results for three-dimensional inlet models. In addition, a
brief discussion is included to illustrate the use of a
topological rule for the presence of sta gnation points.

Computer PTocram

In spite.of the fact that panel methods are among the oldest of
the v^irious computer programs, and have perhaps reached some
degree of maturity, efforts are still being made in many
organizations to improve them. However, since the basic model
has been fairly well established, the lar gest proportion of
these efforts appears to be for extending the range of
application, improving its accuracy and easing the user's
burden. The computer programs developed in Refs. l and 2 fall
into this category. Although the panel method in Ref. 2 can
now handle three-dimensional geometry, limitations still
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exist and paneling can be difficult for certain geometries.
one of these is the requirement that a shrour`must be
constructed as a single body by a number of longitudinal lines
along which the number of panels must be equal (the size of
panels need not be the same). It follows that corners and
other special parts of the shroud cannot be constructed
separately and patched with the rest of the body. The
irregular appearance of panel distribution in some of the
configurations presented can be attributed to this cause.

Since the theory for the panel method, especially the
Douglas-Neumann program, is well documented, only a very brief
description is given here. Basically four independent
solutions for four basic flow conditions are first computed: a
static solution with flow into the inlet (V w -O) and three
stream flow solutions with unit velocity vector parallel to
each of the three cartesian coordinate axes of which the x-axis
is the axial direction corresponding to zero angle of attack
and yaw. These are the so-called fundamental solutions, which
will in general be saved for the future use. From these four
fundamental solutions, a combination solution is found by means
of linear superposition that satisfies the flow conditions such
as the angle of attack, ang le of yaw, and mass flow rate
specified by the user, Because of the linear superposition,
the computing time for a combination solution is relatively
shoat. Once the fundamental solutions are available for a
given geometry, a large number of inlet operating conuitions
may be investigated with a small additional cost.

The flow quantities obtained in this manner are nominally
"exact". In the situation where compressibility is important,
these quantities have to be corrected for the compressibility
effect. The method used here is the Lieblien-Stockman
procedure (Ref. 3), which is semi-empirical. However,
experience has shown that a good agreement with experiment can
ordinarily be expected, especially internally,.provided that
the configuration is not 'too much different from an
axisymmetric one.

The present version of the 3-0 subsonic inlet program is the
so-called first-order panel method. It is charcterized by
approximating each (curved) panel by a plane quadrilateral on
which the source strength is assumed to be constant. A control
point is selected on each plane quadrilateral surface and the
bondary condition of zero normal velocity component is imposed
at this pont. Consequently, the source strength varies as a
step function from panel to panel and the tangency condition is
not assured except at control points. These first- order
approximation errors are known to cancel each other to,a
considerable extent for convex surfaces (external flow
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surfaces). However, the degree of cancellation for internal
flows is much reduced. 'Therefore, "leakages" often occur in an
inlet, especially in the vicinity in corners. The discrepancy
seen between the computation and experiment of some presented
cases is perhaps in part due to this problem.

Calculated Results

A.	 Paneling and Surface Static Pressure

Although a considerable effort was made to assess the accuracy
of the 3-D subsonic inlet code by treating (pretending)
axisymmetric inlets as three - dimensional ones, the first real
attempt of using this code was for the scoop and scarf inlet
models tested in the NASA-Lewis' wind tunnel. The reason for
selecting this class of configurations is two-fold. First, it
has shown sufficient advantages over the axisymmetric baseline
geometry to warrant a further study (Fig. 1). Second, both the
geometry and the flow distribution are sufficiently
three-dimensional to render the "strip" or other equivalent
methods inapplicable, and at the same time it is not a complex
geometry.

Geometry: Both a scoop and scarf .inlet are characterized by
having a longer lower lip than the upper lip. The difference
between them is that a scoop inlet has an abrupt transitiun
from the long lower lip to the short upper lip (Fig. 4) and a
scarf inlet has a straioht-line smooth transition (Fig. 5).
The lengths of the lower lip and upper lip for both inlet
models are, however, thesame. When the added length to form
the scoop or scarf inlet becomes zero, it is reduced to the
baseline geometry, which is axisymmetric (Fig. 3). Thus, apart
from added lengths on the lower lips of the scarf and scoop
Inlets, all three inlet models have the identical geometry.
Their dimensions and design parameters can be found in Ref. 5.

Observed Properties: It appears that the effect of an extended
lower lip in a scoop or scarf inlet is to provide a "barrier",
which obstructs the path for an easy access from the lower
portion. Thus, the capture streamtubes are forced to bend
upward, as shown schematically in Fig. 1, to create an apparent
effect of a negative analle of attack. As a result, it gives a
higher flow separation bound at positive angles of attack a`s
amply confirmed by the measurements made in Refs. 4 and 5.
Although both the scoop and scarf inlet models have exhibited
this performance advantage, the former tends to have larger
total pressure losses at the sides than the latter. In order
to prevent this adverse effect, the scarf inlet model with a
smooth transition was designed and subsequently tested. In
effect, it supersedes the scoop inlet,.
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The cause of the total pressure losses at the sides of a scoop
inlet is usually attributed to the possible presence of two
vortices induced by the abrupt transition of the profile (Ref.
4). Here we make an attempt to argue that the flow prope,r,ties
based on the potential flow calculation alone give sufficient
evidence in favor of the scarf inlet model. This is considered
to be of some significance, since only the potential flow
calculations and empirical criteria will be used at present for
the preliminary screening, which do not take vortices into
account.

It is desirable to choose a representative set of flow
conditions for all three models, so that one can focus his
attention and make comparisons. These conditions are indicated
in Fias. 3-7, and are the same as those used by Abott in
presenting h.s test data (Ref. 5). In Figure 2, we notice that
the surface static pressure at the highlight of the scoop and
scarf inlet varies considerably from the bottom to top with a
zero freestream velocity. This is an indicacion of the flow
three-dimensionality, since this surface pressure distribution
is nearly uniform for the baseline axisymmetric inlet.

Prior to computation, we have to represent the geometry in the
form of panels. Portions of these panels are plotted in Figs.
3-5. Not shown are the centerbody end the artificial cylinder
added behind the fan face. The purpose of adding an artificial
cylinder, which is often several inlet diameters long, is to
reduce the influerce of the exit on the fan face. The total
number of panels, including the :shroud, centerbody and the
artificial cylinder, is approximately 700 for these inlet
models.

After paneling is completed, we can then proceed with
computation; The longitudinal, surface static pressure
distributions for these inlet models are shown it Figs. 3-5
alone with measurements made in Refs. 4 and 5.' In addition,
flow angularities at the throat station and at a station
slightly upstream of the fan face are plotted in Figs. 6 and
7. These are the angles formed between the axial (normal to
the cross-sectional surface) and z velocity components, where z
is the axis situated on the plane of symmetry with the positive
direction pointing upward. Thus, a positive angle in these
figures implies that the local velocity vector has an upward
inclination.

From figs. 3-5, we notice the following: The lower lip of the
baseline geometry is highly loaded (low static pressure), and
the adverse pressure gradient is the severest among all the
stations shown in these figures. As the lower lip extends
forward to form a snoop or a scarf inlet, the loading is
redistributed, which results in reducing the loading for the
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lower lip and increasing it at the upper lip. Consequently, a
substantial total pressure loss, if it occurs, will begin at
the upper portion of the ,inlet. A fluid particle undergoes a
more rapid turning in the upper part than in the lower one.
This inverse distribution of loading for a scarf inlet model
changes monotonically from the lower value at the lower lip to
the higher value at the upper lip. However, it is different
with the scoop inlet model. The upper lip is not the highest
loaded one; instead it occurs in the middle of each of the two
upper quadrants. Referring to Fig. 4, we notice that the
graphs for the static pressures of the scoop inlet are arranged
in the clockwise direction for e = 00 , go o , 135 0 and
1800 with 6 denoting the circumferential position and the
windward station at the bottom of the figure being at 6
= 0. The third station with e = 135 0 refers to the middle
of the upper quadrant, where the static pressure in the lip
region is lower than those for its two neighboring stations.
Hence, the flow has the tendency to converge circumferentially
to the middle that may promote the formation of the vortices.

Our point of view that the scarf inlet model shows more
favorable features than the remaining two is further
strengthened after examinin ga the flow angularities in figs. 6
and 7. The flow angularity - gradient for the baseline inlet
appears to be fairly concentrated in the upper portion of the
throat station (Fig. 6), but it flattens out in the diffuser
and becomes somewhat uniform near the fan face (Fig. 7). (The
throat station here refers to the throat station based on the
upper most profile.) On the contrary, the flow angularity
gradient for the scoop inlet is moderately uniform at the
throat station, but it steepens in the diffuser and becomes
more concentrated near the fan face, as is evident in the two
regions at the sides of the scoop inlet in Fig. 7. Although
the density of lines do not appear to be large due to the fact
that the increment of contour lines is 2 0 instead of lo,
the flow angles change from -40 to 2 0 in a short distance.
As for the scarf inlet, it is seen that the flow angularity
gradient is the smallest among three mooe'Q at both the throat
station and near the fan face.

In conclusion, it appears that some of the salient features for
these models are predictable through the inviscid 'flow
calculations. Even the abrupt change in the inlet profile may
be detected through examining the local flow properties.

B.	 Surface Flow Pattern

Detailed flow field surveys are seldom made, when inlet 'models
are tested in wind tunnels especially outside of the shroud and
on the surface. The recent tendency of using devices attached
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to the basic inlet to cope with hi g h angle-of-attack problems
may demand some understanding of the flow property surrounding
the particular device before and after its installation.
Therefore, it is useful to conduct such a study based on
numerical computation. We will discuss the surface flow
pattern here and defer to the next section for a discussion of
the flow field outside the shroud.

In order to determine the capture streamtube, one usually
initiates either from an upstream station proceeding forward or
from the surface, proceeding backward. The former approach may
require many iterations; the latter may avoid iteration but
requires knowing the surface velocity distribution and devising
a procedure to initiate velocity vector tracking. Thus,
knowing the surface flow pattern especially near the dividing
streamlines may provide some useful information for determining
capture streamtubes.

After the existence of stagnation points in the flow field was
found by using the exisymmetric inlet computer program in Ref.
6, Stockman initiated an inquiry about the surface stagnation
points (private communication). Although his effort was not
continued, it gave an impetus for the present work.

Based on the same computer output used for Figs. 3-7, we plot
the surface flow pattern in the forward sections of the
baseline, scarf and an axisymmetric shroud in Figs. 8 and 9. In
these fiqures, we notice that the rear sections are excluded,
some panels are removed, and a cut-off length for the velocity
vectors is imposed. By doing this, though the pictures are
less realistic, they are less cluttered and easier to read.
Moreover, no hidden line removal procedure is used in plotting
velocity vectors. Consequently, those vectors on the lower
part of the scarf inlet lip, which may appear to be inside, are
actually on the exterior surface. In Fig. 8, the first and
last velocity stations are on th left-hand side of the plane of
symmetry. Thus, the plane of symmetry lies between the first
and second velocity station and between the last and next to
the last station. In Fig. 9, the first and last station are
also on the left-hand side of the symmetric plane, but the
plane of symmetry passes through the s f̂ cond velocity and next
to the last velocity station.

From these figures, it is possible to perceive the approximate
location of the highlight and notice that there are two groups
of velocity, some of which are pointed forward and the rest
pointed backward. We believe that the line between them,
regarded as the dividing line here, is the intersection curve
of the capture streamtube.
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The general appearance of the velocity vectors in these
figures, except those near the plane of symmetry, has the
tendency of upward motion. This is due to the fact that ,inlets
are under positive angles of attack. Since these inlets have a
plane of symmetry, the upward motion, i.e., the circumferential
components, must reduce the zero at the plane of symmetry as is
most evident in the upper part of Fig. 9. (it is not so
evident in Fig. 8 because the plane of symmetry does not
contain velocity stations, but the circumferential components
reverse their direction across the plane of symmetry that
implies zero components.) consequently, the velocity vectors
must all be long itudinal there. However, since the capture
streamtube cuts across the ,plane of symmetry, these
longitudinal velocity vectors direct either forward or backward
and there is at least one point where the velocity is zero,
that is the stagnation point.

There are actually two stagnation points in the forward sect3.on
of a shroud of which one is on the windward side and the other
one the leeward side. The one on the wi.ndlard side is a node
point where the velocities radiates from the stagnation point,
whereas the one on the leeward side is a saddle point where the
fluid converges from the two sides, meets at the stagnation
point and splits into the forward and backward direction. This
is in contrast with a closed body rich as a sphere which often
has only two node-type stagnation points. The forward one has
velocity vectors all radiating from it and the backward one has
velocity vectors all converging to it. The classification of a
stagnation point into a node and saddle point is of some
importance for the later discussion. It is explained in books
on differential equations (see, for example, Ref. 7)

Roth stagnation points perceived in Fig. 8 are on the exterior
surface. The position of the windward stagnation point appears
to be fairly strongly dependent upon the angle of attack.
However, the leeward stagnation ,p oint can be displaced to the
interior surface simply by reducing the mass flow rate. For
example, if the mass flow rate is reduced to the half of the
representative value and the other conditions remain unchanged,
the leeward stagnation point will be located in the interior
surface of the baseline shroud. The flow pattern is very
similar to the one indicated in Fig. 9, which is taken directly
from an existing example.

Furthermore, it appears that the position of the stagnation
points is not strongly affected by reducing the freestream
velocity. For example, reducing the freestream velocity to the
half of the representative value and holding the othe,r
conditions fixed do not appear to change greatly their
positions, yet the area of the capture streamtube at the far
upstream is doubled.



The above discussion is essentially based on the results of
numerical computation. We may, however, enhance our
understanding by introducing topological rules. Application of
these rules has become: more common recently (Refs. A and 9),
because it helps to interpret complex flow patterns. Usually
there are special points existing on the surface of a flow
pattern such as the stagnation, separation, reattachment and
vortex points. These are ragarded as singular points in
topology and their existetk a is governed by topological rules
(Ref. 10).

In topology a body may be transformed into another body by
elastic deformations. Two bodies of vastly different
appearance may actually belong to the same topological,
equivalence class. For instance, a shroud such as the ones in
Fig. 1 is topologically equivalent to a one-fold torus, a
donut-like configuration. Thus, their Euler characteristic,
whirh is invariant for bodies of the same class, is the same.
It tells us that on the surface of a shroud there must be an
equal number of saddle-like and non-like stagnation points.
including the possibility of funding another pair of stagnation
points in the exit section (a node-Like and a saddle-like
stagnation point are considered to be a pair). Notice that we
tacitly assume that stagnation points are the only type of
singularities found on the surface, since others are caused by
the viscous effect.

If a shroud is completely three-dimensional with no plane of
symmetry and is at an angle of attack, stagnation points may be
anywhere on the surface. However, they must exist in pairs,
since a completely three-dimensional shroud is still equivalent
to a one-fold torus.

in case there is a blow-in door on a shroud, it is no longer
equivalent to a one-fold torus but to a two-fold tort's (a donut
with two holes) and the topological properties are different.
In this case, the total number of saddle-like stagnation points
on the surface will be two more than that of the node-like ones.

Finally we mention parenthetically that we actually performed a
numerical compijtation to illustrate the property of the Euler
c'haractersti.c. In order to form a complex geometry', we used a
sufficiently thick "pylon' to ,join the shroud and a ellipsoidal
centerbody. In this manner, it is topologically equivalent to
a one-fold torus. From the computed results, we found many
stagnation prints but they were all in pairs.

C.	 Inlet Flow Fie ld

We have presented surface flow patterns to show the stagnation
points and the dividing streamlines. However, it also appears
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that stagnation points may exist in the flow field under
certain conditions. A sample case is given in Fig. 10 and it is
on the leeward side of the p l ane of symmetry, A similar pattern
also exists on the windward side of the plane 0 symmetryexcept
that its position is further downstream, In this figure we
notice that there is a sizable zone of small velocity
surrounding the stagnation point. We further notice that the
outline of the capture streamtube is discernable.

The presence of these zones of small velocity is not very
sensitive to the change of the angle of at°ack. In fact, their
existence is still detectable with the angle of attack reduced
from the present value of 53 0 to 430. They, will however,
disappear fairly quickly in the regions away from the plane of
symmetry. This is due to the fact that the circumferential
velocity is not zero there.

Although finding stagnation points In the flow field is
somewhat unex p ected, their existence may be argued physically,
The suction in the diffuser Will in general induce some
backward motion in the f i eld, if there is no incoming
velocity. This backward motion may be sufficiently large to
cannel the forward mot?;n of the incoming flow in certain areas
of the flow field, as Zt;ese two are combined. When this
happens, stagnation ooints in the flow field appear. This is
perhaps also the reason that they are found only when the ratio
between the control station and freestream v^loci.ty is very
large.

Concluding Remarks

In order to demonstate that useful information for initial
screen!,ngs may be obtained from potential flow calculations, we
forused our attention on a class of inlets, which are the
baseline, scoop and scarf inlet models, and made an assessment
on their relative merit. The computation indicates that the
extension of the lower lip can reduce the adverse pressure
gradient and increase the flow separation bound. Iri addition,
surface flow patterns, the nature of stagnation points and the
inlet flow field are presented. Some of these features may be
helpful in modifying a design.
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Figure 8. - Surface velocity distribution on a baseline and scarf inlet model a - 500,
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Figure 9 . - Surface velocity distribution
on an axisymmetric inlet model a - 400,
Incompressible flow, VTIV- - 1.5 (throat
to freestream volocity ratio), (A prede-
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shorten velocity vectors, )
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Figure 10. - Inlet flow field at leeward plane of an axisymmetric inlet model a - 530, In-
compressible flow, V TiV- - 10 (throat to freestream velocity ratio). (A predetermined
maximum length is used to shorten velocity vectors. i
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